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Although extralegal enforcement is widely acknowledged, the conventional understanding of written contract provisions, such as the complex and detailed provisions in bond contracts, is that they are drafted to be enforced by law. This framing neglects the value of contracts in shaping extralegal forces, particularly where litigation is unlikely or not possible. Sovereign debt contracts provide an example in which lengthy and detailed contracts play a key role even though the debtor is largely litigation-proof. We examine how contract provisions in sovereign debt contracts improve the efficiency of creditor control outside the realm of legal enforcement.

INTRODUCTION

The role of debt in corporate governance has been the subject of much law and economics scholarship over the past twenty years or so. The dominant paradigm is that of principal-agent: the lender is a principal and the borrower is an agent (or perhaps several individual agents) who has the discretion to put the lender's funds at risk. The paradigm is predominantly contractual: although social and market pressures may bear on the agent's decisions, the lender disciplines the borrower's use of its funds by a contract that can be enforced in court. The principal-agent model reflects well the similar tensions present in lending to sovereign countries, but the contractual approach must yield to the distinctive feature of international relations: the absence of a third party arbiter with coercive power. Our goal in this article is to outline some of the resulting differences in the design of sovereign and corporate debt contracts.

An important feature of corporate finance is that creditors of a common borrower have both convergent and divergent interests. They converge in seeking to minimize the risk of insolvency, but they diverge
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because each creditor competes for the borrower’s assets if it becomes insolvent. To the extent that creditor interests converge, the borrower can reduce its cost of capital by delegating monitoring and governance responsibilities, thereby avoiding the cost of free riding or duplicative monitoring. Banks often serve the role of delegated monitors. One might think they could play the same role in the sovereign debt context. Banks in fact performed this service until the early 1980s, when they were joined as delegated monitors by the International Monetary Fund (“the IMF”). In this respect, it is interesting that investors would value the monitoring and control of a not-for-profit, public institution, whose mission is to promote economic development and stability rather than investor returns.

This paper elaborates and integrates the foregoing observations—the informal enforcement of sovereign debt and the delegated monitoring of the IMF—in order to explain the different contracting patterns in sovereign and corporate debt instruments. In particular, the combination of informal enforcement and IMF monitoring explains the covenants and events of default that are found in sovereign debt agreements, and those that are not (despite being commonplace in corporate debt contracts). Part I reviews the principal-agent analysis of corporate debt; Part II discusses the difference in the enforcement of sovereign debt; Part III examines the significance in sovereign debt of the delegation of monitoring activity to the IMF and its implication for the design of debt covenants and events of default.

I. A Principal-Agent Analysis of Corporate Debt Contracts

A. Hidden Action and Hidden Information

The design of debt securities addresses primarily the challenge of information asymmetry: the borrower has better information than the lender about the repayment risk. Finance theory divides the information problem into hidden information and hidden action. At the time of contracting, the borrower has better information about the value of its assets than the lender (hidden information). The borrower has control over the use of these assets and its actions may alter the risk or value of these assets during the term of the loan (hidden action). Lenders are aware of the informational advantage of the borrower and the dangers associated with borrower asset control, and they consequently demand a higher rate of return, or just refuse to lend. Therefore, measures that reduce the severity of hidden information or hidden action are in the joint interests of both parties to the loan.
Our concerns in this article are the problem of hidden action in corporate finance, the contractual means of mitigating it, and the corresponding lessons for the design of sovereign debt. Hidden action lies at the heart of the classic tension in any delegation or agency relationship. A principal uses an agent to carry out a task in order to exploit the agent’s expertise or skill in that task. The more discretion the principal delegates, the more he can gain from the agent’s expertise. Yet, the agent may use her expertise to serve her own self-interest at the expense of the principal, and to conceal such activity from the principal. On this count, the principal would be inclined to restrict the agent’s discretion, even if doing so would limit the ability to exploit her expertise.

A lender invests in a business borrower usually to participate in the exploitation of a somewhat unspecified (in economic jargon, noncontractible) opportunity. The lender relies on the managers’ expertise in carrying out the project, but is aware of the borrower’s incentive to apply the funds in such a way as to maximize the borrower’s return rather than ensure repayment to the lender. Risk-alteration is the best known instance of this incentive: the borrower makes decisions that increase the riskiness of the venture, thereby increasing its owners’ expected return but compromising the lender’s expected recovery.¹ The borrower’s managers might also enhance their private returns in other ways, such as by using the venture to gain human capital in the form of training, business connections or reputation that the managers can exploit in other pursuits in which the lender has no interest.

Economists analyze the lender-borrower relationship as one of principal and agent. In the loan agreement, the borrower makes promises called covenants that constrain its discretion over its assets. A borrower’s breach of a covenant is an event of default that permits the lender to accelerate the maturity of the loan’s principal and accrued interest, so that they become immediately due. If the borrower does not pay, the lender can recover from the sale of the borrower’s assets, by exercising its creditor rights under state law or by enforcing its security interest (if the borrower has granted one).

Although loan covenants vary, they can be divided into four typical categories.² The first set of covenants constrain activities that are
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². For treatment of the basic covenants in corporate loan agreements, see AMERICAN BAR
usually inefficient, such as the failure to insure key machinery, or the payment of dividends by an insolvent borrower. The second category concerns decisions that have a large impact on the borrower’s assets and consequently, the borrower promises to obtain first the consent of the lender: for example, a decision to sell a key asset or set of assets, or the decision to merge or make a large asset acquisition. The third category are ratio tests that, when violated, suggest that the borrower’s incentive to misbehave is heightened. In particular, the incentive of a borrower to take inefficient actions increases when its financial condition deteriorates. Therefore, debt contracts commonly include versions of asset-to-liability or revenue-to-cost ratios. The fourth set of default terms condition on public actions of informed third parties. Cross-default clauses are important examples: when one lender calls a default on the borrower, this triggers the default of another agreement with a cross-default clause. Similarly, the issuance of a judgment lien or execution lien against the borrower, or even the filing of an action against the borrower is a default under many loan agreements. Another example is a term that triggers default when rating agencies, such as Moody’s or Standard and Poor’s, downgrade the borrower’s credit. Finally, debt contracts often require the borrower to provide periodic reports of compliance with its various covenants. A borrower who has breached, however, faces no additional legal sanction for failing to report the breach. Therefore, the legal incentive to disclose violations is trivial. Accordingly, lenders conduct their own monitoring to detect covenant violations.

An event of default, whether a default in payment or a breach of a covenant described above, triggers a change in control over the borrower’s assets. If the creditor accelerates the maturity of the debt and proceeds to enforce its claim by removing and selling borrower assets, the borrower’s loss of control is explicit. An event of default, however, gives the lender an option: the lender has the right to remove the borrower’s assets, but it may choose not to do so, without forfeiting its legal rights as creditor. In many cases, in fact, an event of default provides the occasion for the lender and borrower to enter into negotiations that lead to a change in the borrower’s business strategy and to a modification of the terms of the loan. The distinction between
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these two post-default strategies may be framed in the terminology of Albert Hirschman. If the lender simply enforces its accelerated claim against the borrower, it *exits*; if the lender chooses instead to induce a change in the borrower, the lender exercises *voice*. The *threat* of default constrains the borrower’s decision space ex-ante and deters borrower misbehavior, while the occurrence of default enables lender control through exit and voice. Together with monitoring, exit and voice provide the essential tools of creditor *governance*.

**B. Delegated Monitoring**

A borrower typically has a number of lenders, and these lenders each engage in governance activity to varying degrees, at least partly because of heterogeneous costs of monitoring, exit and voice. To some degree, the interests of creditors in the decision making of the borrower are aligned: most forms of borrower misbehavior affect adversely all creditors so that the monitoring efforts of one will benefit the others. If this delegated monitor also enjoys a comparative advantage in monitoring, its activity enhances the borrower’s access to debt financing and lowers its borrowing cost. Banks serve the role of delegated monitor. Moreover, in the event of default, the bank can exploit its information advantage to address the cause of the distress and provide additional financing, if appropriate, more effectively than a group of dispersed debtholders. The bank’s ex-post intervention produces benefits for the other debtholders as well.

The borrower’s insolvency, however, creates a conflict in the interests of various creditors because the borrower has insufficient value to satisfy all debts. Thus, the temptation to free ride on the governance efforts of others diminishes as the financial condition of the borrower deteriorates, because the latter conflict looms larger and each creditor needs to protect its interest against the self-interested governance activity of other creditors. This concern limits the value of delegated monitoring.

Coordination among creditor monitoring activity (or delegated monitoring) is not difficult to achieve, but is worth unpacking because of its relevance to the central thesis of the article. Suppose a borrower has two lenders, A and B. Both lenders share an interest in preventing the
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borrower from misbehaving, but A has a comparative advantage in taking such actions (more effective or lower cost). A and B might contract directly with each other in order to delegate governance actions to A (e.g., the lead bank in a syndicate).

At the time of the loan agreements, the debtor also has an interest in efficient allocation of governance responsibilities and may take one of the following strategies to ensure that A monitors while B refrains. First, the debtor may grant priority to B, thereby reducing B’s exposure to losses caused by borrower misbehavior and correspondingly raising A’s exposure. This shifts monitoring incentives from B to A. Second, A may guaranty the borrower’s obligation to B. Borrowers sometimes pay their banks to issue a standby letter of credit to back their commercial paper. Not only does this shift the monitoring responsibility from the paper holders to the bank, but it also ensures the liquidity of the paper securities by shifting the screening burden to the bank.

Third, the borrower may agree to a range of covenants in its agreement with A, while including none or very few in its agreement with B. B’s contract may have a single non-payment event of default: the termination or modification of the relationship with A. This combination is likely to yield the desirable monitoring delegation. A knows that B has no governance levers and therefore will not monitor, while B can rely on A’s monitoring (at least until the borrower’s financial condition deteriorates). This strategy may be reflected in the contrast between the events of default contained in bank loan agreements and indentures covering public debt. Banks charge a higher rate of interest, partly to compensate for greater monitoring responsibility. Public debt contains few covenants because bondholders rely on bank monitoring. This strategy responds to the puzzle raised by commentators concerning the governance passivity of indenture trustees compared to banks.\textsuperscript{6}

C. Interactive governance

The governance benefits of delegated monitoring and of lender voice are straightforward, as are the sometimes indirect contractual means of coordination among diverse creditors. The exit of the delegated monitor (when the borrower repays the loan or grants a valuable security interest) invokes another step in governance. Exit produces information

that can be used by other constituencies to address governance needs in the borrower.\textsuperscript{7} As with delegated monitoring, the governance role of exit is not confined to debt relationships. If informed shareholders choose to sell their interests (exit) rather than replace the board of directors (voice), the resulting drop in the market stock price invites acquirers to investigate the firm and assume control if they can correct the governance problem.\textsuperscript{8} The selling shareholder’s monitoring efforts and subsequent exit contribute to governance by communicating information to parties who are in a better position to take corrective measures. Similarly, a lender who exits may be replaced by a new lender who specializes in distressed borrowers.\textsuperscript{9} Or, its exit may involve a public act (such as the registration of a substantial new security interest) that indicates to other lenders and shareholders that the borrower may suffer from a problem in governance.

To be sure, this mechanism does not work as smoothly as the preceding paragraph suggests. Exit might not be sufficiently public, or the reasons for the exit may be too opaque to invite corrective action by others. Exit may also come too late in that there is little opportunity to redress the governance problem. Bankruptcy law, however, encourages both unsecured and secured creditors to exit before the borrower becomes insolvent. For example, the prohibition of preferential payments allows the bankruptcy trustee to recover any payment or property given to an unsecured creditor within ninety days before bankruptcy, provided that the debtor was insolvent at the time of the payment. A creditor receiving payment or a security interest from an insolvent debtor rarely can be confident that bankruptcy will be deferred for 90 days. The debtor cannot waive its right to file for bankruptcy, and other creditors could file a voluntary petition. The cost to the creditor of propping up the debtor sufficiently to forestall bankruptcy filing involves the investment of new capital with no assurance of success. Although repayment to a fully secured creditor is not a preference, secured creditors have other reasons to exit early and thereby inform other investors. The filing of bankruptcy imposes a stay that prevents the secured creditor from seizing and selling its collateral. Moreover, even if the secured creditor removes its collateral from the debtor before the bankruptcy petition, the trustee can recover the property unless the
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\textsuperscript{8} \textit{Id.} See generally ROBERTA ROMANO, FOUNDATIONS OF CORPORATE LAW 229–300 (Roberta Romano ed., Oxford University Press 1993) (discussing a range of external governance mechanisms).

secured creditor has also foreclosed on the debtor’s redemption right, usually by selling the collateral.\textsuperscript{10} State law requires the secured creditor to sell the collateral in a commercially reasonable manner, so as to prevent what is in many cases a hasty sale. Therefore, a secured creditor has a significant incentive to call a default and seize collateral before its debtor becomes insolvent, in order to have the time to sell in a commercially reasonable manner before the bankruptcy filing. Thus, bankruptcy law promotes an interactive system of lender control by inducing creditors who seek to exit, to do so at an early stage when another actor can intervene to take corrective action.

II. A PRINCIPAL-AGENT ANALYSIS OF SOVEREIGN DEBT CONTRACTS

As with corporate debt, the principal-agent model captures the basic tensions arising from the risk of sovereign default: the sovereign borrower has better information about its economic prospects than the lender (hidden information) and the sovereign can alter the risks of the loan after the funds are advanced (hidden action or agency problem).\textsuperscript{11} For example, corporate scholars often refer to the agency costs raised by managerial perquisites, such as corporate jets. There are many instances of similarly inefficient investments by sovereign borrowers that raise the risk of default. In 2000, Nigeria spent $330 million on a new football stadium for the FIFA Junior World Cup, even though nine other stadiums in the country had just been newly renovated the prior year (to say nothing of the fact that the cost of that stadium was greater than the country’s education and health budgets for that year).\textsuperscript{12} The Ivory Coast constructed the world’s largest basilica in the middle of a jungle, at a cost of over $300 million.\textsuperscript{13} A country may seek to host the Olympic Games without any assurances of private support, or it might choose to buy a dozen F-15 fighter jets instead of fixing its water supply or basic education system. As in the corporate context, other decisions are less obviously inefficient and their effect on default risk depends on the circumstances. For example, the sovereign might sell or nationalize key
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assets such as natural resources or financial institutions, impose restrictions on imports or currency flows, borrow large additional amounts or reduce its tax rates. In the corporate sphere, debt covenants constrain the freedom of borrowers to engage in activities that are clearly or even possibly inefficient. Yet, similar provisions are absent from sovereign contracts.

We also noted earlier that corporate lenders regularly condition events of default on quantitative measures of the borrower’s financial well-being, such as its debt-to-equity ratio. Sovereign debt contracts could use similar measures to reveal financial problems. Indicators such as debt-to-GDP ratio, GDP growth rate, inflation rate, the export-to-import ratio or the sovereign’s bond rating are widely used as indicators of a sovereign’s financial stability, as are forecasts published by international economic institutions, such as balance of payments projections. Yet, they are not adopted in sovereign contracts to lower default risks. In this Part, we propose explanations for these differences in covenant patterns between sovereign and corporate debt contracts.

Financial agency theory typically assumes that managers agree to contractual constraints on their decisions in order to minimize the cost of capital. Thus, managers would likely agree to constraints on future actions that benefit shareholders at the expense of creditors. However, managers may resist constraints on their self-interested actions, such as the corporate jet, even if doing so would reduce their firm’s cost of capital. After all, the higher cost of borrowing comes out of the shareholder’s pocket. Only if credit is otherwise unavailable can we be sure that managers will agree to the constraints. The same is true for sovereign borrowers. Their government negotiates on behalf of its citizens and can bind them (and future governments) to the interest obligations. Thus, like managers, the government may be willing to bind its future taxpayers to the obligation of paying higher interest rates in order to fund self-interested and inefficient actions. In the corporate context, we noted that the interests of shareholder and creditor converge in seeking to minimize managerial agency costs. In the sovereign context, citizens are analogous to shareholders, because they effectively hold a residual claim to the sovereign’s assets, after its fixed obligations are paid. Yet, current and future citizens have a conflict of interest that is absent in the case of shareholders. Current citizens might benefit from inefficient investments, such as farm subsidies or import restrictions, and can pass on the cost to future taxpayers. Thus, governments and citizens alike may resist agreeing to even efficient covenants because neither group internalizes the benefit from such provisions.
The transaction costs of sovereign debt are also typically higher than those of the corresponding corporate debt relationship. Debt contracts cannot prevent all forms of inefficient decisions in all future states of the world. Sovereigns engage in a broader range of actions under more complex decision making structures than do corporations. Contracting parties, however, can respond to these front-end transaction costs by postponing the assignment of obligations to prospective states of the world until after those states occur: specifically, to the back-end of the contracting process, such as litigation. They may choose a vague term (e.g., prohibiting unreasonable or inefficient decisions), and a court or other adjudicative mechanism complete the contract ex-post. Quantitative financial thresholds may still be useful, particularly if they are easily verifiable, because they identify the states in which the borrower’s incentives diverge markedly from those of the lender.

A contract is only as good as its enforcement, and contract terms should be tailored to the anticipated mode of enforcement, whether it is litigation, arbitration or informal sanctions. This leads our analysis to the most fundamental distinction that explains the difference between corporate and sovereign debt contracts: their respective enforcement mechanisms.

Corporate creditors sue and use the judicial process to enforce judgments for accelerated obligations against the assets of their debtor. Or, they can threaten to sue, and thereby extract either payment or a change in the governance of the debtor. In contrast, creditors of sovereigns have limited legal recourse. They may sue and attach some types of sovereign assets. Sovereign debt issuers, however, can avoid holding funds in jurisdictions in which they are likely to be sued, so that there are rarely enough assets available to satisfy judgments against them. For example, over $740 million in judgments have been obtained against Argentina on account of its sovereign debt defaults in 2001. Argentina, however, keeps no funds in the U.S. for commercial purposes and its deposits elsewhere, particularly in Switzerland, are immune from attachment. Indeed, in our sample of sovereign debt offering


15. The U.S., for example, permits suits against sovereigns for actions arising out of their commercial or private activity, including the issuance of sovereign bonds. The plaintiff can attach funds of a sovereign in the U.S. to satisfy its judgment, but it is very easy for a sovereign defendant to keep funds in other jurisdictions where they cannot be reached. For a discussion of the issues involved in a sovereign litigation, see George Weisz, Nancy E. Schwartzkopf & Mimi Panitch, Selected Issues in Sovereign Debt Litigation, 12 U. Pa. J. Int’l Bus. L. 1 (1991).

16. For discussions of the difficulties that creditors have faced in attaching Argentine funds, see
prospectuses governed by New York law, all sovereign borrowers explicitly disclose that it is extremely difficult to enforce a judgment against a sovereign either in its home jurisdiction or in the U.S.

Much has been made of the case of Elliott Associates v. Peru, which seemed to introduce a new mechanism for enforcing debt obligations against sovereign borrowers. The borrower, Peru, had sent funds to Euroclear to pay bondholders who had agreed to scale down their claims in a restructuring. The Court of Appeals of Brussels enjoined Euroclear from making the payment because it was in violation of a pari passu clause in the borrower’s contract with the plaintiff. The significance of that decision, however, may have diminished over time because defaulting debtors take precautions, such as the use of other payment channels, to ensure that their funds do not fall into the hands of third parties who may be subject to such jurisdiction.

Although courts have attempted to enforce sovereign contracts in recent years, legal enforcement of sovereign debt is much less significant than nonlegal sanctions for default, particularly the threat of damaged reputation and political pressures. Commentators concur that these forces explain why sovereigns repay their debts even in the absence of a credible threat of legal enforcement. Remarkably, for instance, South Africa is repaying even its apartheid era debt; at least some portion of which was undoubtedly used to subjugate those running the government now. The editorial page of The Economist was blunt as to the consequences if South Africa defaulted on its apartheid-era debt: “[South Africa’s] credit rating would be wrecked as it came to be lumped with other deadbeats. Foreign investors would be deterred and South Africa would have to pay more for future borrowing.” In addition to worrying about the costs of future borrowing, sovereigns may also anticipate that their default will damage trade or other international economic relationships. Lenders may also exert political
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22. The dominant answer in the literature to the question of why sovereigns ever repay their
pressure on their home governments to sanction the defaulting sovereign. Some time ago, rich western creditors could persuade their governments to send in the gunboats to seize assets or at least to threaten mayhem (for example, the British and French colonization of Egypt on account of its unpaid debts). Such use of physical force to enforce sovereign debt obligations has been replaced by softer economic and political pressures.

Although the presence of reputational and political forces is recognized, their impact on contract drafting remains unexplored. While reputation is significant in corporate debt relationships, it is the dominant enforcement mechanism for sovereign debt. In light of this difference in the enforcement mechanism, we expect that sovereign debt contracts would be different from their corporate debt counterparts. To understand the structure of the sovereign debt contract and, specifically, the design of events of default, we must examine how various terms are likely to be enforced by the reputational mechanism. Given that sovereign lenders rely primarily on informal enforcement, what might be the role of covenants and events of default in sovereign debt agreements? Corporate debt contracts threaten acceleration and judicially enforced liquidation rights when a covenant is breached. In considering the drafting of covenants in the sovereign context, we need to focus on how acceleration would operate when the debt contract is enforced by reputation rather than judicial mechanisms.

How does a community, such as the global capital market, mete out reputational sanctions to two parties locked in a dispute? Both parties may suffer for failing to resolve their dispute before it becomes public. However, the community also makes some assessment as to blame. Like a court, the community cannot observe all the relevant information and, also analogous to litigation, each party to the dispute publicizes its case to argue that the blame should fall on the other. When a lender accelerates the maturity of a debt obligation, the borrower often argues

depts is the reputation cost of default. That is, sovereigns repay because they know that they will need to return to the markets to borrow more, and a reputation for defaulting will raise their borrowing costs. There is, however, a second strain of literature, which contends that it is not so much the fear of reputational penalties that drives sovereign repayment, but fear of other penalties such as trade sanctions (the "enforcement" model). For discussions of the different models, see, for example, Jonathan Eaton & Mark Gersovitz, Debt With Potential Repudiation: Theoretical and Empirical Analysis, 48 REV. ECON. STUD. 289, 289–90 (1981); Jeremy Bulow & Kenneth Rogoff, Sovereign Debt: Is to Forgive to Forget?, 79 AM. ECON. REV. 43, 46–47 (1989); Harold L. Cole et al., Default, Settlement, and Signaling: Lending Resumption in a Reputational Model of Sovereign Debt, 36 INT'L ECON. REV. 365 (1995).

23. See, e.g., HERTZ, supra note 12, at 185; see also Kris James Mitchener & Marc D. Weidenmier, Supersanctions and Sovereign Debt Repayment 21 (NBER, Working Paper No. 11472, 2005), available at nber.org/papers/w11472.pdf (describing the use of extra legal sanctions as used in the early 1900s).
that (a) no event of default has occurred, (b) the lender’s interest in being repaid has not been impaired, (c) the lender breached its own obligations under their agreement, and/or (d) the lender acted opportunistically in accelerating the indebtedness.

Judicial adjudication is more formal than reputational judgment. Doctrines that excuse obligations on the occurrence of unforeseen contingencies or impose requirements on a promisee (such as a lender) to act reasonably are often given short shrift in courts of law. In contrast, the extra-legal community is more receptive to these fact-specific considerations, and this might diminish the value of specifying covenants up front in the contract. Moreover, the facts necessary to assess the appropriateness of excuse or lender misbehavior are often opaque to the community and the publicity created by the parties in attempting to influence the reputational outcomes is likely to be noisy. Political pressures are even more remote from the contract provisions and they often entail considerations completely external to the contractual relationship. For example, Pakistan or Turkey might default on its sovereign debt obligations, but neither is likely to face sanctions from the IMF because of their significance in the U.S.-led fight against terrorism.\(^{24}\)

We mentioned that the external sanction on a defaulting sovereign is affected by ex-post geopolitical forces. Domestic politics in the country of the sovereign borrower also plays an important role. The population of the sovereign might view a default as a sign of mismanagement and jettison the government. Or, the government might convince its citizens that the lender is acting opportunistically and that taxes should not be raised to repay the debt. Indeed, if the government were to succumb to creditor pressure, its citizens may vote or take other action (in the extreme, by revolution) to replace it. These internal political contingencies are difficult to predict, but they surely affect the decision of a lender to accelerate upon a covenant violation and therefore the design of the covenant in the contract. Argentina’s recent default provides a vivid example of the political costs of default: its 2001 default resulted in the demise of five presidents in ten days in December 2001.\(^{25}\)


On the flip side, politicians may also try to take advantage of a default or creditor demands when a sovereign is on the brink of default. When creditors of Peru attempted to exert direct control over that sovereign’s internal economic policies in 1976, the result was political unrest and rioting. More recently, the political platform of Nestor Kirchner in Argentina rested successfully on the pronouncement that Argentina’s external creditors had bled the country dry and should not be repaid in full. After multiple governments had been toppled, at least partly due to the country’s default on its debt, the refusal to pay the debt became an effective political strategy.

To reiterate, lenders to sovereigns primarily rely on informal rather than legal sanctions. A heavily specified corporate debt contract, laden with explicit covenants and events of default, usually encourages courts to interpret the document literally and exclude extrinsic evidence. Sovereign debt, in contrast, is enforced by reputational judgment that is more susceptible than judicial determinations to exogenous global and domestic political forces that are difficult to anticipate and that are rarely affected by the provisions of the debt contract. Therefore, the benefits from elaborate written contracts would seem lower in the sovereign than corporate context. Moreover, in light of the exigencies of reputational enforcement described above, the sovereign debt relationship might be fraught with agency problems. The next section, however, reveals a mitigating pattern of delegated monitoring and an explanation for the contract provisions that in fact are found in sovereign bonds.

### III. Delegated Monitoring in Sovereign Debt

#### A. The Delegated Monitor

In Part I, we outlined the means by which corporate creditors can coordinate monitoring by resolving free-riding and duplicative monitoring, as well as by exploiting comparative monitoring advantages among creditors. In this section, we consider the delegation of
monitoring responsibility in the sovereign debt context in two stages: first, who is the delegated monitor and second, how does delegation occur? In brief, delegated monitors were often banks until the 1980s and the IMF has assumed the role since then. Accordingly, publicly held sovereign bonds have few covenants, and those covenants serve primarily the objective of delegating monitoring to the IMF and constraining other creditors from acting opportunistically to improve their own position.

As we discussed in Part I, the delegated monitor of corporate borrowers is often a bank.29 Not surprisingly, therefore, primary responsibility for monitoring and control in the 1970s and 1980s was typically delegated to the lead banks of lending syndicates.30 These lead banks were generally large institutions such as Chase Manhattan, Citibank, Chemical, Morgan Guaranty and Manufacturers Hanover, and the smaller syndicate participants were typically happy to leave the monitoring tasks to these lead banks. Through their networks of local offices in the debtor country and their political and financial clout in their home countries, these banks engaged in both monitoring and control using informal pressures. They also intervened ex-post, after debtors defaulted, in order to provide emergency financing and to induce domestic economic reforms.

When a number of developing countries (including Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, Peru, and Zaire) fell into financial crisis in the 1970s and 1980s, these banks were overexposed in the emerging market loan sector and forced to write down asset values, merge, sell loans, and shut down branches.31 Thereafter, banks ceased to be the dominant lenders to sovereigns, and bond investors increased their participation, particularly in the emerging market debt arena. Sovereigns now borrow from many types of lenders, including banks, trade creditors, bondholders, other countries, and international financial institutions such as the IMF, the World Bank and other regional development banks. As bank lending lost its dominance, sovereign debt investors looked to quasi-public international institutions such as the IMF and the World Bank to monitor sovereign borrowers.32 In particular, the IMF emerged as a delegated


monitor when, in the 1980s, dispersed creditors persuaded the IMF to coordinate restructurings and provide scrutiny for their loans.\textsuperscript{33} To some degree, therefore, the IMF succeeded the lead banks in the syndicated loans of the 1970s as the delegated monitor, both during the term of the loan and in subsequent restructurings.\textsuperscript{34} As we note later however, some commentators believe that the IMF’s performance of this role has deteriorated since then.

The IMF is a not-for-profit, political institution disproportionately funded and controlled by the wealthiest countries, that is dedicated to the preservation of stability in international financial markets and the

\begin{footnotesize}
33. A 1985 Legal Times article describing the IMF’s involvement with the Mexican restructurings explained:

When the IMF granted Mexico the $2 billion extended fund facility for 1983–85, strings were attached: Continued funding depended on Mexico carrying out an economic “adjustment” program that satisfied the IMF, which monitored Mexico’s economic policies and performance. “This was a particularly sensitive area,” says Walker, noting that the IMF monitoring program has been a source of “tremendous political implications” within Mexico.

The 1984 negotiations between the Mexican government and the bank advisory group stalled over the issue of what role, if any, the IMF should play after the expiration of the extended fund facility. “What [the banks] wanted was a mechanism by which the IMF would continue to be involved in some meaningful way in consulting with Mexico,” as well as communications from the IMF to the banks about Mexico’s economic situation, says Mudge. He adds that with the expiration of the extended fund facility, there was no provision for IMF involvement beyond 1985. Yet the banks were being asked to restructure debt for six years and to reschedule payment of that debt through 1998, he says.

Walker portrays the situation a bit differently. “The banks’ position was Mexico ought to, in effect, have a perpetual [IMF] program,” which Mexico considered “absurd,” he recalls. While Walker says, “It was all quite polite,” he charges that “what the banks really wanted was to keep Mexico on a short leash. They wanted to be able to block continued restructuring, but they didn’t want the responsibility of making a decision. They wanted the [IMF] to give a green light or a red light.”

The Mexican negotiating team ultimately offered a compromise solution. Mexico would have no formal IMF program, but it would request an “enhancement” of the regular consultations with the IMF that the IMF articles require for member countries. Annual and midyear consultation reports prepared by the IMF would indicate whether Mexico’s financial programs were “materially incompatible with sound and sustained economic growth and with a viable external payments position.” The reports would be sent to Mexico’s bank creditors, who previously were not privy to such reports. The banks then would be able to make their own judgments about whether to take certain actions provided under the restructuring agreements.

Deborah Graham, *Lawyers Reap Benefits in Restructuring*, Legal Times, June 3, 1985 (describing the roles played by Mark Walker of Cleary Gottlieb (counsel to Mexico) and Alfred Mudge of Shearman & Sterling (counsel to the banks)).

34. See Charles Lipson, *Bankers’ Dilemmas: Private Cooperation in Rescheduling Sovereign Debts*, 38 World Pol. 200 (1985); see also Barry Eichengreen, Kenneth Kletzer & Ashoka Mody, *The IMF in a World of Private Capital Markets* (NBER, Working Paper No. 11198, 2005) (finding that spreads on bonds are lower when they are issued in conjunction with IMF supported program, suggesting that the programs might convey information).
economic development of its member countries. The Fund can realize substantial economies by acting as a delegated monitor for sovereign debtholders while pursuing these missions. The IMF monitors its members’ economic performance, debt burdens and servicing strategies, and macro economic policies. Its staff conducts site visits, prepares country reports, and provides expert assistance to help members address debt servicing or macro economic challenges. Arguably, the IMF enjoys monitoring and advisory expertise that exceeds even that of the largest multinational banks. Although IMF scrutiny benefits all sovereign debtholders, they do not pay for these services. Instead, the richer IMF members, such as the U.S., Japan and other G-7 countries, finance the lion’s share of the IMF’s activities. These countries are also home to the bulk of the creditors in this market. The stake of these countries in the financial stability of other sovereign borrowers extends beyond the interests of their constituent creditors, because of countries’ interest in stable and flourishing global trade and capital markets.

Large restructurings in the 1980s, particularly those of Mexico and Brazil, demonstrated the utility of the IMF as a delegated monitor to the financial community. Each of these restructurings required that geographically dispersed lending syndicates coordinate to form a single lending arrangement (a mega syndicate) to advance fresh funds to the debtor. Yet, the cohesion and coordination that existed within syndicates, as a result of repeat transactions among members and the presence of a single regulator, could not be replicated in the mega syndicate. Banks from different regions were subject to different regulations, as well as other political and economic pressures. As a result, they varied significantly in their ability and willingness to exit or provide new money. A single actor, therefore, was needed to coordinate efforts, and the IMF, as a multilateral organization, emerged to play the


36. For discussion of the IMF’s functions, see supra text accompanying note 35.

37. See id.
leadership role. 38

The IMF can serve as a catalyst for the restructuring of sovereign debt. It does not rely on explicit loan covenants to do so, but rather on its international status and political clout, particularly with its principal shareholders such as the U.S. Its assessments influence the reputations of sovereigns in the international debt markets. The IMF advises the sovereign on its choice among restructuring alternatives and sets the threshold of private sector burden sharing (i.e., a creditor "bail-in") that is necessary before the IMF kicks in funds. 39 Most attempts to restructure sovereign debt depend on the IMF’s suggested plan of reform and its subsequent monitoring of compliance with the terms of the plan. 40 The Fund participates repeatedly in restructurings and its actions are accordingly disciplined by the prospect of repeated dealings with sovereign borrowers.

As a not-for-profit, international institution dedicated to economic development, the IMF can avoid the political obstacles to bank monitoring and control. For example, in 1976 in Peru, bank lenders sought to impose standards of economic performance as a condition of advancing their loans. This strategy failed partly because of the banks’ inability to monitor adequately, but also because Peruvian politicians used the existence of the banks’ controls as a scapegoat for local economic ills. Such attempts by the banks to directly monitor and control the sovereign debtor fell out of favor in subsequent restructurings, and the banks significantly withdrew from their role as delegated monitors. 41 Although the IMF’s reliance on U.S. funding is a

---

38. The central role of the IMF is exemplified by the events of December 1982 where over 700 banks had to be coordinated and coerced to share the burden of financing Mexico’s restructuring. See *The IMF and Latin America*, ECONOMIST, Dec. 23, 1982, at 69; Bagdanowicz-Bindert, IMF is Emerging as Central Economic Coordinator, AMERICAN BANKER, Sept. 27, 1983, at 33–34; see MacCullum, *supra* note 31, at 425–33.

39. See REIFFEL, *infra* note 40; see also BLUSTEIN, *supra* note 35.

40. When lenders, whether in the Paris Club or the London Club, are engaged in a sovereign workout, they are rarely willing to consent to any restructuring unless the IMF country chief represents that the sovereign in question has agreed to implement the IMF’s suggested plan of reform, which implementation will in turn be subject to regular IMF scrutiny. See LEX REIFFEL, RESTUCTURING SOVEREIGN DEBT: THE CASE FOR AD HOC MACHINERY Chs. 5, 6 (2003).


By the 1970s, gunboat diplomacy was passé. For reasons of foreign policy, Washington was often more eager to appease Latin American governments than bully them about
blemish on its profile in developing countries, the Fund’s interference in their policy making is more likely to be viewed by those countries as benign than if it came from a large, foreign, profit-seeking bank. In past financial crises, the IMF has conditioned its emergency financing of defaulting sovereigns on their compliance with a strict regimen of financial controls. Private lenders though have long been cautious about imposing direct conditions on a sovereign; not only do sovereigns tend to resist what they sometimes see as incursions upon their sovereignty, but there is also the persistent fear that local politicians will point to the lenders’ conditions as reason for the sovereign’s ills and the end result will be a repudiation of the debt.  

The IMF’s not-for-profit status and its commitment to the economic development of its members also assure creditors that the Fund is likely to assume the lead role in restructurings. Moreover, the Fund is concerned about the contagion threat of a sovereign debt default on

---

loans . . . In 1976, when Peru was nearly bankrupt, Citibank, Morgans, and other banks imposed an austerity plan in exchange for a $400-million loan. Requiring a steep rise in food and gas prices, it provoked riots in Lima and new charges of dollar diplomacy. The banks were appalled by the backlash. “It doesn’t take much to whip up the peasantry with stories about the House of Morgan and U.S. Imperialism to explain why there’s no food,” said a Congressional staffer. Stung by bad publicity, the banks turned to the IMF as a surrogate that could withstand political criticism in debtor countries. It seemed a useful shield behind which to effect painful economic reforms.


42. For discussions of this issue, see Lee C. Buchheit, THE ROLE OF THE OFFICIAL SECTOR IN SOVEREIGN DEBT WORKOUTS, 6 CHI. J. INT’L L. 333 (2005); see also Buchheit & Walker, supra note 41, at 151; Gold, ORDER IN INTERNATIONAL FINANCE, infra note 58 at 19–21; Duff & Peacock, supra note 41, at 71.

Writing in 1922, Charles Cheney Hyde was especially articulate in articulating these same concerns. Hyde wrote the following advising creditors to exercise caution in seeking to impose onerous conditions on sovereign borrowers:

It is merely submitted that some terms exacted of, and unwillingly yet validly accepted by, certain foreign borrowers, might prove to be the sowing of dragons’ teeth and begot a popular opposition sufficient in time to jeopardize service and produce default. Involved, therefore, in every external bond transaction is the matter of fiscal statesmanship which is likely to play an increasingly important part in the largest success of foreign loans hereafter to be underwritten in the United States; for the question confronting the American lender is not entirely how rigorously or completely can the borrower be kept under the domination of the lender, but also how can the debtor be made the lasting friend of the American creditor, and inculcated with the desire both to repay obligations as they accrue, and also to seek in the United States rather than elsewhere financial aid whenever needed. It is the effect of such an idea upon the success of American diplomacy in the best sense that gives to every external loan floated in the United States a significance far beyond the horizon of the individual purchaser of a bond. Happily American bankers are not without the larger vision.

international financial markets. Therefore, the IMF is less likely to exit in a crisis than a profit-seeking bank. Indeed, the IMF has taken a lead role in developing solutions to restructuring obstacles such as that of hold-out creditors.\textsuperscript{43} Moreover, commercial banks probably lack the massive amount of capital necessary to prevent the collapse of the debt of the largest sovereign borrowers. This is reflected in the experience in the early 1980s, when several of the largest commercial banks were compelled to reduce their exposure in emerging markets by selling portions of their sovereign loans on the secondary market or by merging with other institutions with reduced exposure. In contrast, the IMF played a key role in the restructurings of the early 1980s, not only by providing crisis financing, but also by imposing conditions on sovereigns that promoted financial stability.\textsuperscript{44}

Commentators have raised doubts as to whether the IMF has the political will and tools to continue to serve as delegated monitor.\textsuperscript{45} These doubts have become more pronounced because of increasing leniency in IMF policy toward borrowers. For example, until the late 1980s, the IMF had a strict policy not to lend to a distressed sovereign unless the sovereign had come to a restructuring agreement with its other creditors.\textsuperscript{46} In other words, the IMF did not wish to be lending into arrears. The threat of the denial of IMF funds was intended to force the sovereign to find an accommodation with its creditors. In 1989,

\textsuperscript{43} Discussions of the two proposals that have dominated the recent debate about International Financial Architecture, the Sovereign Debt Restructuring Mechanism and Collective Action Clauses are available on the IMF's website www.imf.org. For additional discussions of these proposals and the IMF's role, see, generally, Bolton & Skeel, supra note 16.

\textsuperscript{44} See Chernow, supra note 41, at 639. Lee Buchheit and Mark Walker, two of the lawyers who played key roles in the Mexican restructuring of the early 1980s (and a number of the other major subsequent sovereign restructurings), explained in their 1984 article that the reason why creditors began requiring that their sovereign debtors covenant that they were and would remain members of the IMF was that:

\begin{quote}
[these] clauses are [favored] by lenders because they regard IMF membership and the ability to use the general resources of the Fund as providing a helpful source of long-term assistance to the country in dealing with its debt problems as well as some assurance that the country has not abandoned its commitment to a realistic adjustment [program].
\end{quote}

Buchheit & Walker, supra note 41, at 150.


however, the IMF Board adopted a policy to allow IMF lending despite commercial bank arrears. A decade later, the IMF modified the policy again to allow lending even while there were arrears on bond debt, so long as the sovereign was engaged in "good faith" negotiations.\textsuperscript{47} This good faith requirement was diluted further when the IMF continued to fund Argentina after its default in 2001, even though the sovereign offered little more than vague assertions of a willingness to bargain with private creditors.\textsuperscript{48} The IMF's weakening of its lending policy, some might say, has reduced the value to private creditors of having IMF involvement with the sovereign in question. After all, the IMF no longer wields its big stick to force private creditors to enter into an agreement with the government. Indeed, sovereign lenders might even believe that the IMF encourages sovereigns to be aggressive in seeking concessions from their creditors in their restructuring negotiations.

The increasing dissatisfaction with the IMF's role is manifest in the decision of large borrowers, such as Brazil and Argentina, to pay off their IMF obligations and thereby, in effect, cut off the assurance that these programs might have provided to investors that the IMF would be involved.\textsuperscript{49} The decline in the IMF's stature may also be an explanation for the sovereign debt community's rejection of the IMF proposal for an international bankruptcy court for sovereigns.\textsuperscript{50}

\textbf{B. Delegated Monitoring and Sovereign Debt Covenants}

In preparing this article, we examined the prospectuses for thirty different sovereign issuers having done recent issuances.\textsuperscript{51} The only events of default that were common to all issues were the negative pledge clause, the cross-default clause, and the \textit{pari passu} clause. As discussed below, these provisions prevent wasteful jockeying activity among non-monitoring creditors. Other covenants and events of default that are common in corporate debt instruments are notably absent.\textsuperscript{52} We

\textsuperscript{47} See Gelpen, \textit{supra} note 46.

\textsuperscript{48} Id.


\textsuperscript{51} A list of these issuers is available from the authors. Given that no more than forty sovereigns regularly seek funds on the international bond markets, we believe that we have examined an adequately representative sample.

\textsuperscript{52} The leading treatise writer on the subject, Phillip Wood, explains that sovereign debt contracts are basically bereft of the types of control clauses that are common in corporate debt contracts.
observed earlier that covenants may be omitted to promote delegation of monitoring responsibility. Despite the concerns noted earlier about the effectiveness of the IMF as delegated monitor, the absence of corporate-debt-style covenants may be explained by the delegation of monitoring responsibility to the IMF. Indeed, the delegation is more directly promoted by the inclusion of an event of default that is triggered if the sovereign ceases either to be a member of the IMF or to be eligible for disbursements from the IMF’s general resources, including emergency financing (the “IMF clause”). An analogous provision in some corporate debt contracts triggers default if the borrower’s line of credit with a bank is terminated or not renewed.

As best we can tell, the IMF clause emerged in the period between 1978 and 1985. This was a period of multiple major sovereign restructurings and it witnessed the emergence of the IMF as a delegated monitor. Under the IMF clause that emerged, the borrower promised to “maintain its membership in and eligibility to use the general resources of the International Monetary Fund.” If not cured within a specified grace period, the loss of membership or eligibility constitutes

Wood explains: “Policy controls are markedly absent from loans to sovereigns or sovereign-related institutions. It is not difficult to imagine why this should be: . . . Sovereign states are jealous of their sovereignty and are not prepared to countenance policy restrictions imposed by aliens, let alone moneylenders.” WOOD, supra note 2, at 144. Lee Buchheit, the other leading commentator on contract clauses in sovereign debt instruments, does not explicitly discuss control provisions in his book on clauses in Eurodollar Loan Agreements, but the lack of any discussion is further illustration of the point that Wood makes explicitly. LEE C. BUCHHEIT, HOW TO NEGOTIATE EUROCURRENCY LOAN AGREEMENTS (2d. ed. 2000).

53. Senior sovereign debt lawyers told us that IMF clauses first appeared in this period. They were, however, unable to explain the timing. Consistent with the theory that the banks were looking for a way to actively involve the IMF in their lending to emerging markets, the literature from that period contains numerous calls for the IMF to collaborate more with private lenders. See Hauge, HOW THE BANKS SHOULD WORK WITH THE FUND, EUROMONEY, Oct. 1977, at 57; Cary Reich, WHY THE IMF SHUNS A “SUPER” ROLE, INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR, Sept. 1977, at 35; Marmorstein, supra note 26. See also U.S. Participation in the Supplementary Financing of the International Monetary Fund: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on International Trade, Investment and Monetary Policy of the House Comm. on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 185, 196 (1977) (statement of Anthony Solomon, Under Sec. of the Treas. For Monetary Affairs); The 1977 Economic Report of the President: Hearing Before the Joint Economic Comm. of Congress, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 185, 196 (1977) (statement of Irving S. Friedman, Senior Vice President and Senior Advisor for International Operations, Citibank).


54. See, e.g., Offering Circular for the Republic of Costa Rica, Jan. 25, 2002 (copy of circular on file with authors) (U.S. $250,000,000 (8.11% notes due 2012)). In some cases, default is also triggered by loss of membership to the World Bank. See Agarwal, infra note 59.
an event of default that gives debtholders the right to accelerate the maturity of principal and accrued interest.\textsuperscript{55}

IMF clauses are not needed where the sovereign is either one of the developed nations in a stable financial condition or an established issuer that would be considered too big to be abandoned, such as Brazil, Mexico, or China. The IMF’s continued interest in these countries is assured because of their importance to the stability of international financial markets. Rather, IMF clauses have an effect with respect to smaller countries rated below investment grade. In this larger group of borrowers, there is considerable variation in their relationship with the IMF and, consequently, the impact of the IMF clause. Some countries engage in small-scale borrowing from the IMF so as to subject themselves to heightened IMF scrutiny,\textsuperscript{56} while other countries, like Kazakhstan, covenant to maintain membership in not only the IMF but also its sister organization, the World Bank.\textsuperscript{57} The IMF clause raises the stakes if the IMF should withdraw membership or eligibility: by doing so, it would trigger the acceleration of the sovereign’s debt. The IMF is a political body and it does not wish to be blamed for such a financial calamity, either to individual sovereigns or to the global economy. In this sense, the parties to sovereign debt contracts use IMF clauses to co-opt the IMF, by exploiting its responsibility to preserve international financial stability. The clause cements the IMF’s commitment to monitor the borrower, and to be a leading force in any debt restructuring, by providing emergency financing and intervening in the economic management of the sovereign.

This explanation for the IMF clause was missed by many commentators, including those in the 1978–1985 period who were puzzled by the emergence of the clause at that time.\textsuperscript{58} Some


\textsuperscript{56} Argentina, for example, did small scale borrowing from the IMF even in 1997 when it was not in need of IMF funds. The goal was to assure creditors that the IMF was continuing to scrutinize Argentina. See Bluestein, infra note 65, at 43. That said, in hindsight, it does not look like the IMF’s scrutiny and advice did much good for Argentina’s creditors.

\textsuperscript{57} See Offering Circular for the Republic of Kazakhstan, Dec. 16, 1996, at 8 (copy of circular on file with author) (U.S. $200,000,000 (9.25% notes due 1999)).

\textsuperscript{58} For example, Joseph Gold, the general counsel to the IMF at that time was the most prominent of these commentators. See JOSEPH GOLD, IMF PAMPHLET SERIES, No. 39, ORDER IN
commentators thought that the clause served no valuable purpose for either debtor or borrower. Indeed, the UNITAR Training Manual on Events of Default advises sovereigns to refuse to agree to the IMF clause. Other writers suggested that the clause was a “seal of approval” that provided assurances to the international debt market that the borrower was creditor-worthy. This seems to be part of the explanation. An alternative theory was that the IMF clause acted effectively as a cross-default, because the lender could exit whenever the IMF had information that the borrower was in grave financial difficulty. However, IMF membership communicates little, if any, information about the financial condition of a country. The IMF does not reject members in serious financial defaults nor do members withdraw in advance of default. During the sovereign crises since 1995 (including Argentina, Uruguay, Pakistan, Ukraine, Ecuador, Dominican Republic, Mexico, and Russia), no membership was terminated by either the IMF or any sovereign borrower. Indeed, the countries who lost their membership withdrew long before any financial emergency had triggered the IMF clause: Poland (1950), Czechoslovakia (1954), Cuba (1958), and Indonesia (1965). Similarly, none of the sovereigns in significant financial crisis (that is, with a large external debt profile) has

---

59. Padazis Karamanolis, The Legal Implications of Sovereign Syndicated Lending 78 (1992); Vinod K. Agarwal, Negotiating and Drafting Clauses in Loan Agreements: Events of Default, UNITAR, Mar. 2001, http://www.unitar.org/dfin/Resource_Center/Document_Series/Document15/Agarwal/11Intro.htm. Agarwal also refers to the standard IMF clause as being violated not just when a sovereign ceases to be a “member” of the IMF, but when a sovereign ceases to be a “member in good standing.” See also Gold, supra note 58, at 18–22 (describing the membership provision as being triggered by a loss of “good standing”). Agarwal points out though that it is not clear to anyone what constitutes a “member in good standing”. Agarwal, supra note 59 at 16. We do not make much of this point though because our brief survey suggests that the “member in good standing” language has been replaced by the simpler “member” language in sovereign bond contracts. See, e.g., Offering Circular for the Republic of Costa Rica, supra note 54.


61. See Daniel D. Bradlow, International Borrowing: Negotiating and Structuring International Debt Transactions 407 (2d. ed. 1986); see also Ryan, supra note 55, at 162 (“Lenders get some comfort in the creditworthiness of a foreign sovereign borrower if the country of the borrower is a member of the IMF and can use its resources. Consequently, many agreements provide that it is an event if the country is not an IMF member or cannot use its resources.”).


63. Joseph Gold, Membership and Nonmembership in the IMF (1947). Venezuela is an interesting example of a sovereign borrower who is very critical of the IMF and yet whose bond covenants include the IMF clause. Loss of membership or eligibility is a possibility in this case, but even here it is remote.
lost its eligibility to use IMF resources. The IMF itself has a fairly technical definition of eligibility, involving satisfaction of a number of IMF criteria that are unlikely to be of relevance to lenders. Even Argentina did not come close to a declaration of ineligibility, despite its showing a singular disinterest in complying with any of the IMF’s requests to implement internal reforms and engage its creditors following default.

To reiterate, we suggest that the IMF enjoys monitoring and control capabilities that private creditors lack, as well as political advantages in restructuring that stem from its multinational, not-for-profit stature. Private creditors might use the IMF clause to compel the IMF to participate in the creditors’ private lending relationship with the sovereign. This particular event of default (loss of membership or loss of eligibility vis-a-vis the IMF) is not meant to provide an early warning signal of the borrower’s financial distress when triggered. As noted, by the time a loss of membership or eligibility comes around, the sovereign will likely have long since defaulted on its external debt. Instead, the default clause compels the IMF to participate in the relationship between the private creditors and the sovereign borrower. Indeed, in the 1970s, banks failed in their ex-post efforts to pull the IMF into a formal collaborative role in the restructuring of emerging market debt. The private lenders were anxious to secure the IMF’s involvement because they were finding it remarkably hard to directly control sovereign debtors in the same way that they might control corporate debtors. The IMF clause, we contend, emerged as an ex-ante mechanism to draw the IMF into the relationship and, indeed, to give it notice of this fact.

The IMF does not fit the description of the delegated monitor in private debt contracting. As noted earlier, creditors must be reassured

---

64. As Joseph Gold explained in his 1982 article on the subject, that “would almost certainly disappoint the expectations of the lenders.” GOLD, supra note 58, at 19–20. Gold explains that since “ineligibility does not impede transactions financed directly with the resources held in the Special Disbursement Account,” a sovereign in serious financial distress from the point of view of its private lenders might still not be totally ineligible, allowing it to claim that the IMF Event of Default had not been triggered. Along those same lines, the country remains “eligible” during the period when the IMF issues a Report of Concern and the time for the sovereign to respond to it. Id. at 19–22. The point of the foregoing is, once again, to emphasize how this clause does not operate as an early warning mechanism.

65. For an extensive discussion of the Argentine default and the IMF’s involvement see PAUL BLUSTSTEIN, AND THE MONEY KEPT ROLLING IN (AND OUT) (2006). The one country that has gotten into serious trouble with the IMF in recent years was Zimbabwe in 2001. Not only was Zimbabwe denied the ability to access further IMF funding, but also, in subsequent years, was considered for compulsory withdrawal on two occasions. Zimbabwe: 2005 Article IV Consultation-Staff Report (IMF Country Report No. 05/360), available at http://www.imf.org; see also Zimbabwe: D-day Looms at IMF Board Meets, IRINNEWS.ORG, Sept. 8, 2005, http://www.irinnews.org/report.asp?ReportID’48966. Zimbabwe, however, is not a significant borrower on the sovereign bond market.

66. See supra note 56 (citing materials).
that the delegated monitor will not use its informational advantage to improve the conditions of its exit, particularly by exiting before the less informed creditors. Bankruptcy law helps to address this concern in the corporate setting if the delegated monitor can accelerate on demand or if it enjoys priority. The public mission of the IMF is the corresponding assurance to creditors of sovereign borrowers that the IMF will fulfill its role as delegated monitor. In coopting the IMF, private lenders exploit the IMF’s public mission to preserve international economic stability and to intervene when such stability is threatened by the distress of a sovereign debtor. Large private lenders can often apply ex-post pressure on their own national governments to induce the IMF to respond, but the IMF clause sends a signal that the parties rely on the IMF as delegated monitor during the term of the debt as well as during any necessary restructuring. The debt contracts reinforce the co-opting of the IMF by including cross-default clauses that spread default across debt claims and thereby compound the severity of a single default. These clauses raise the IMF’s stake in preventing default, and pressure the IMF into contributing its share of new money along with the other lenders.67

The foregoing explanation then also helps us understand two otherwise puzzling aspects of the choice of the IMF as delegated monitor: (a) that the IMF typically enjoys de facto priority in repayment and (b) that it is typically a short-term lender that provides emergency financing.68 Ordinarily, creditors would be unlikely to delegate monitoring responsibility to a lender that, because of the maturity or priority of its loans, is likely to exit the lending relationship. Other things being equal, the group would rather choose the creditor with the lowest priority and debt of the longest durations because that creditor has the best incentive to ensure repayment for all the other creditors as well. Yet, the foregoing discussion emphasizes that the public mission of the IMF assures private lenders that the IMF will not abandon sovereign debtors.

In the previous section, we noted the skepticism among commentators concerning the IMF’s role as delegated monitor, particularly in light of recent policy trends. The contemporary story seems to be the sovereign borrowers and lenders no longer view that IMF as a valued delegated monitor. We noted earlier that major borrowers, such as Argentina, are increasingly choosing to pay off their IMF obligations and therefore, in effect, cut off the assurance that these programs might have provided to

67. See Buchheit & Walker, supra note 41, at 153.
68. The de facto priority that the IMF and other official sector entities such as the World Bank enjoy has no official legal basis, as best we can tell. For a discussion, see Bolton & Skeel, supra note 16, at n.4.
investors that the IMF would be involved. Yet, the IMF clause persists in sovereign debt instruments, and this may indicate either that the reports of the IMF’s diminished importance to private creditors have been overstated or that contract clauses change a lot slower than economic realities. At this stage of our research, we cannot tell.

Before concluding, we move briefly to explain how the three other standard creditor covenants—the negative pledge clause, cross default clause and the pari passu clause—operate in the absence of the possibility of meaningful formal enforcement against the sovereign debtor. Although ceding priority to the IMF is not an obstacle to the delegate monitoring arrangement, priority among the other creditors is a serious matter for two reasons. First, there is no system of disclosure for contractual priority as there is under the domestic law of most countries. To preclude the danger of hidden liens, sovereign debt contracts might include negative pledge clauses that prevent the sovereign from pledging assets to any other creditor.

Second, there is rarely a third party who can be relied on to enforce creditor priorities against the assets of a sovereign. The order of actual payment determines the de facto priority in these cases. Debt maturity, in turn, is likely to be a factor in the order of payment: the sovereign pays the debt that matures (perhaps because of reputational sanctions) before the obligation that has yet to mature. Thus, a debt instrument that matures earlier is likely to have de facto priority over an instrument with a later maturity. Not surprisingly, therefore, cross-default clauses are common in sovereign debt agreements to ensure that no other creditor will enjoy significant de facto priority in payment.

Third, if no creditor enjoys enforceable legal priority and competing obligations mature at the same time, then de facto priority will be determined by creditor racing ex-post rather than by contract ex-ante. To take the pure, stylized example we have been using, suppose that all creditors of a sovereign borrower abstain from monitoring and rely on the IMF. If an IMF country report observes a deterioration in the financial condition of a sovereign borrower, each creditor would struggle for priority by pressuring the borrower to pay its claim before that of the others. This race is a waste of resources because it produces no information and simply determines the allocation of the sovereign’s funds. The pari passu clause of sovereign debt contracts provides that all creditors must be treated equally and no priority—such as a decree by the sovereign that the claims of one creditor will be subordinated to those of another—may be granted to one creditor over another. The

---

69. Supra note 49.
extension by the Brussels court in the infamous Elliott Associates v. Peru case may be justified as preventing creditor racing, in much the same way as the preference avoidance provision of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code.70

CONCLUSION

Contracts typically create legal obligations that are enforceable by a court, and they are drafted in anticipation of possible litigation.71 Yet, this legal framing of the role of contracts is unduly narrow because it ignores the fact that written contracts are important even when there is little possibility of litigation. Sovereign debt contracts provide an excellent example: the debtor is largely litigation proof, but lengthy and detailed contracts among sophisticated parties still play a key role. The question is, what is that role? One function is to communicate with a third party. For example, we suggested that the IMF clause in sovereign bond instruments effectively coopts the IMF to act as a delegated monitor of the sovereign debtor. Most contracts anticipate both formal and informal enforcement (such as reputational sanctions), in varying degrees of importance. Thus, even “legal” contracts such as corporate debt instruments may well do more than simply anticipate the possibility of litigation.


71. It is from this perspective that the basic law school’s classes in subjects such as contracts and business associations are taught. Students read a series of cases that involve disputes over contracts and from those cases, develop insights about how they might better structure their clients’ contracts so as to prevent such disputes.